
BOOK 1 
Flight by Sherman Alexie

1. What do you think about Justice? Why would Alexie give that name to someone who gives Zits guns, and tells him to use 
them? What is the relationship between justice and violence?

2. On page 31, Zits talks about how the Ghost Dance promised to bring the past back: “if the Indians danced this dance long 
enough, all the dead Indians would return and the white people would disappear.” Why would Justice like this story and see 
it as a justification to shoot people in the bank?

3. On page 53, a white character is asked to shoot an already-dead Indian, and on page 73, Indians stab already-dead US soldiers. 
Why would they do such a thing? Is it vengeance? Does it make sense? Why would someone keep trying to fight someone 
who is already gone? Why would they keep trying to hurt someone after there’s no chance of the outcome changing?

4. Zits begins his journey by shooting without remorse. On page 106, he is unable to shoot, even in self-defense. What has 
happened to him? What has he gained? What has he lost?

5. Put yourself in the body of someone who owes you justice, past or present. Write or perform a brief paragraph from inside 
their head. Why do they do what they do? How do they feel about it?

6. Is revenge ever justice? Why or why not?
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BOOK 2
 Kindred: A Graphic Novel Adaptation by Octavia Butler, adapted by Damian Duffy,  
illustrated by John Jennings

1. On page 10, Dana tells us that the “trouble started long before June 9th. . .”  When did the trouble start? In what ways are 
we walking around not realizing what sort of trouble produced us? How do we wind up paying for the bad choices of others, 
some of whom we may never even have met?

2. Often time travel novels revolve around the need to somehow save the present. (Think about The Terminator, Days of Future 
Past, etc.) Do you think that’s possible here? Why or why not?

3. Dana hopes that she will be able to influence Rufus into being a better man than his father. Do you think this is possible? 
What would it take to make this possible?

4. Kevin, Dana’s husband, wants to empathize with her fate, and does what he can to help. Would you say that he succeeds 
in empathizing with her? Why or why not? Does he feel her pain?  Why or why not? What does it take to feel the pain of 
someone else? What gets in the way?

5. Dana hopes that she might be able to make Rufus respect her because she had saved his life so many times. Does it work? 
What enables him to forget about what he owes her?

6. Who would you say that Dana empathizes with more — Rufus or Alice? What evidence do you have for your assertion? Who 
does she help more, Rufus or Alice? If there is a disconnect between her feelings and her actions, how would you explain 
this? Can you imagine other situations in which we are crueler to those who we feel closer to than to others?
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BOOK 3 
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely

1. At one point, this book quotes Desmond Tutu: “If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the 
oppressor.” Do you agree? If Quinn keeps quiet about what he had seen, isn’t that just minding his own business? Why or 
why not? Can you think of situations in your own life, in school, etc., where doing nothing is the wrong thing? What can, or 
should, compel us to help another person when we don’t have to?

2. Read the passage on pages 174-176 where English takes Quinn to task for wanting to “forget all this.” What stories does 
Quinn tell himself to keep his distance from what happened to Rashad? Can you think of the stories you might tell yourself to 
make sure you don’t feel bad for what happened to someone else?

3. Why does the Coach insist on keeping the controversy off the court? Is he right to do so? Who gains and who loses if silence 
is maintained?

4. We often think about empathy as crying over someone’s pain, of wanting to stand up on behalf of a victim. But on page 243, 
Mrs. Fitzgerald tells Rashad that “sometimes when people get treated as less than human, the best way to help them feel 
better is to simply treat them as human. Not as victims.” Do you agree? We often think of empathy as being moved by the 
display of someone’s pain, but Mrs. Fitzgerald is offering a different perspective here. Can we call her actions empathetic? 
Why or why not?  

5. Take a look at pages 234-237, where Rashad’s father confesses that he too acted violently against an innocent kid he 
perceived as a criminal. While much of the other violence that takes place in this book happens across racial lines, this 
incident doesn’t. What does the father’s confession add to your understanding of what happened to Rashad? Does it clarify 
things or confuse it? Why?

6. One of the book’s themes is the idea of being “seen.” Rashad fills in details in his drawing of “the dude with his heart torn 
out.”  “He deserves a face,” he insists. The book ends with Quinn saying, “all I wanted to do was see the guy I hadn’t seen one 
week earlier.” What do you think this means? Obviously, Rashad wasn’t invisible. Is it possible not to “see” someone standing 
in front of you? What obscures our vision? What brings another person into focus?
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Stuck in Neutral by Terry Trueman (additional text)

1. Terry Trueman has said that he wrote this book “to make us care about kids like Shawn.” Does it work? Why or why not?

2. Is the father a villain? Why or why not?

3. Does the father consider himself a villain? How does he feel about himself? How does he feel (or think he feels) about 
Shawn? Do you agree with him?

4. Read the passage on page 52 (very end of chapter eight) about Shawn and his dad sharing the trait of having double-jointed 
thumbs. Why do you think that Shawn’s dad feels closer to him when they are showing off this similarity?  Is it easier to feel 
connected to someone who reminds us of ourselves? 

5. What are the differences in what Shawn sees as valuable and what the father sees as valuable? How do we (especially those 
in authority) come to think about some ways of living as more valuable than others?

6. Read the passage on page 86, where the bullies try to burn Shawn. Who do you identify with? Shawn? His brother? What 
would you have done in this situation? What do you make of Shawn’s response to the incident? To his brother’s?

7. The father justifies his actions out of love, out of a desire to save Shawn suffering. Do you believe him? How is love being 
defined here?

8. If you had to give advice to Shawn, what would it be? If you had to give advice to the father, what would it be? How could 
this situation be made better for both?
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MARCH: Book Three by John Lewis and Andrew Aydin, illustrated by Nate Powell (additional text)

1. What do you see as the reasons why John Lewis and his compatriots felt it was important to remain nonviolent? What 
happens when you refuse to strike back? How might it be effective? How does it work in the book?

2. Why does LBJ get so upset when Fannie Lou Hammer is giving her testimony? What does he think will happen? Similarly, 
what happens when the images get out of that woman’s face? How does this incident compare with other instances in which 
one person is confronted with someone else’s pain?

3. Does the testimony or the footage of the beatings (like Annie Lee Cooper’s on page 165) change minds? Does it change the 
laws? Why or why not? The civil rights movement is often remembered as a movement that inspired empathy in powerful 
white people to change their mind. Is that how you would describe what happens here? Why or why not? Why do you think 
John Lewis and MLK were able to have some success? Who made it happen?

4. On page 192, one marcher advises the other to “maintain eye contact” because “you gotta connect with your attacker’s 
humanity.” What do you make of this advice? Here, as in All American Boys, seeing becomes the gateway to empathy. One 
scientist researching this topic has declared that “empathy needs a face.” Do you agree? Can you remember a time in which 
eye contact changed how you felt about someone? What happened?

5. Malcolm X tells John Lewis when they meet in Africa that the movement should begin to focus on class, rather than race. This 
has been very difficult to do — people seem to resist feeling connected to others based on shared financial difficulties. What 
would happen if we did? If people wanted to change poverty for all, what actions would have to be taken? Who would be the 
victims? Who would be the oppressors?
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